The lux operon derived from Photorhabdus luminescens incorporated into bacterial genomes, elicits the production of biological chemiluminescence typically centered on 490 nm. The light-producing bacteria are widely used for in vivo bioluminescence imaging. However, in living samples, a common difficulty is the presence of blue-green absorbers such as hemoglobin. Here we report a characterization of fluorescence by unbound excitation from luminescence, a phenomenon that exploits radiating luminescence to excite nearby fluorophores by epifluorescence. We show that photons from bioluminescent bacteria radiate over mesoscopic distances and induce a red-shifted fluorescent emission from appropriate fluorophores in a manner distinct from bioluminescence resonance energy transfer. Our results characterizing fluorescence by unbound excitation from luminescence, both in vitro and in vivo, demonstrate how the resulting blue-to-red wavelength shift is both necessary and sufficient to yield contrast enhancement revealing mesoscopic proximity of luminescent and fluorescent probes in the context of living biological tissues.
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quantum dot | optical molecular imaging | Escherichia coli | Staphyloccus aureus | ex vivo L ight-based optical methods are emerging at the cutting edge of molecular imaging technologies. However, many challenges remain including significant practical limitations, and especially the poor propagation of blue-green light in living tissues (1, 2) . Peak photon absorption by mammalian tissues is mainly determined by the presence of oxyheamoglobin, deoxyheamoglobin, and melanin, which dramatically reduce light propagation, deteriorating efficient photon detection (3, 4) . Numerous studies have aimed at the development of red-shifted optical probes that emit in the range 700-900 nm where absorption of photons is minimal, reducing signal loss and allowing for deep tissue imaging in vivo. However, although there has been considerable success with efforts to red-shift fluorescent chemical and genetically engineered probes (4, 5) , there has been rather less progress toward the goal of red-shifting chemiluminescent and bioluminescent probes (6, 7) . For example, methods like random mutagenesis of Renilla reniformis luciferase have achieved red-emission shifts of only 547 nm (4, 8) , a peak luminescence wavelength far from the optimal target range of 700-900 nm. As an alternative approach, some studies have proposed red shift of blue bioluminescence using bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET). For example, So et al. (9) demonstrated "self-illuminating quantum dots," where blue luminescence from a mutant of Renilla reniformis luciferase was red-shifted by covalently coupling to carboxylate-functionalized quantum dots (QDs), providing a new emission maximum at 655 nm. Likewise, a modified Photinus pyralis luciferase was closely bound to the commercially available Alexa Fluor 750, resulting in light emission of 780 nm (10) . Similarly, far-red bioluminescent protein was constructed from Cypridina luciferase conjugated to an indocyanine dye, giving a red shift to 675 nm (11) . In another study, BRET3 used a red-shifted Renilla luciferase conjugated to a mutant red fluorescent protein (mOrange, 564 nm emission; ref. 12) . In all these cases, the mechanism of red-shifted bioluminescent probe functioning was defined as BRET, implying that two fundamental criteria were satisfied. First, a spectral overlap between a bioluminescent-donor and fluorescent-acceptor; second, that the distance between these moieties should be 10 nm, or less. Satisfying these conditions, a dipole-dipole interaction may occur between the moieties prerequisite to nonradiative resonant energy transfer between the donor and the acceptor resulting in a desirable red shift of the emission light (9) (10) (11) (12) .
We previously reported a luminescence red-shift phenomenon constituted in a simple, robust, and reproducible manner using blue bioluminescent RT57 bacteria (a nonpathogenic Escherichia coli strain expressing the lux operon on a plasmid, see Materials and Methods) and red-emission quantum dots (QD705) (13) . There we provided some evidence demonstrating a detectable red shift occurred, apparently independent from covalent conjugation of the moieties, and hypothesized that the phenomenon arose from a conventional excitation-emission process between the luminescent light source and the fluorophore. In the current study, we report a characterization "fluorescence by unbound excitation from luminescence" (FUEL), a method that utilizes this conventional epifluorescence phenomenon.
We show that FUEL is a conventional radiating, excitationemission process occurring under experimental conditions entirely precluding BRET. Further, we demonstrate that FUEL is preserved in vivo under standard imaging conditions, and that its spectral characteristics make it highly exploitable therein. Our results suggest FUEL is an important and overlooked component of BRET phenomena, potentially altering the empirical, quantitative, and experimental interpretation of such studies.
Results
Fluorescence Excitation by Bacterial Luminescence in Vitro. For the purposes of the current study, we sought an experimental design that would recapitulate our previous experimental conditions without mixing the RT57 and QD705 or employing a common substrate. Dilute suspensions of RT57 and QD705 were pipetted separately into high-quality quartz cuvettes. The cuvettes were then physically closely juxtaposed, separated only by a thin, opaque, black paper mask that included a small hole to allow the blue bioluminescent light from the bacteria to pass into the QD705 compartment (Fig. 1A) . We next established five conditions (Fig. 1B) wherein bioluminescence was measured concomitantly through the blue (470-490 nm), and then the red (695-770 nm) emission filters respectively (Fig. 1C) . Under these conditions, a luminescent red shift was clearly observed, evidenced by the detection of a strongly enhanced red-signal specific to the 695-770 nm filter, dependent upon the introduction of QD705 between the RT57 cuvette compartment and the detector (compare condition 1 and the control, Fig. 1C) . This approximately eightfold enhancement of red-light measured in condition 1 suggested that the QD705 isolated in compartment B were directly excited by blue-luminescent light from the bacteria at a physical distance of 1 cm in compartment D of the cuvette setup. To verify this, we examined in parallel the effect of Congo red (CR), a red dye with strong blue absorption closely resembling that of biological absorbers such as whole blood (Figs. S1 and S2 ). The presence of CR isolated in the compartment A of the cuvette setup, closest to the detector, blocked blue luminescence completely while the red-emission enhancement remained unchanged ( Fig. 1C; condition 2) . Further, when CR filled the compartment B of the cuvette setup, thereby physically situated between the RT57 luminescent source (compartment C) and the QD705 fluorophore (compartment A) this reduced both red and blue light compared with conditions 1 and 2 ( Fig. 1C; condition 3 ). Interestingly, the level of red photon production detected in condition 3 was comparable to that measured through the red filter in the presence of bacteria alone (control), or when the CR was placed between the RT57 and the detector, in the absence of QD705 (condition 4). This result is probably due to the fact that CR did not block low levels of red light in any condition, even the low level of red-light component comprising the broad spectrum of bacterial lux derived luminescence from bacteria alone. These results strongly suggest QD705 are excited when illuminated by weak, unfocused blue light from bioluminescent bacteria. Under these conditions, there was no possibility of any physical molecular interaction occurring between the luminescent source (RT57) and the fluorophore (QD705) other than incident radiating photons traveling via the water-glass-water route. As such, these results rule out any possibility of circuitous dipole-dipole, molecular resonance energy transfer processes such as BRET (14) (15) (16) (17) , pointing instead to the occurrence of an extremely low-light level epifluorescent excitation-emission process. This experiment demonstrated low-light level bioluminescence acting over macroscopic distances as an illumination source capable of evoking detectable fluorescent emission from a fluorophore.
Occurring under conditions entirely precluding BRET, we hypothesized that the FUEL phenomenon arose from simple excitation-emission processes and should therefore display distance dependence characteristics of a radiating light source. To directly examine the dependence of FUEL on distance, we used an experimental design again based on cuvettes, as shown in Fig. 2 . Briefly, we filled three cuvettes with either an aliquot of freshly prepared RT57 bacteria, a solution of QD705 in physiological saline (PS), or just PS. The three cuvettes were oriented such that the cuvette containing the RT57 was centrally placed and equidistant between the other two ( Fig. 2A) , ensuring that luminescence from the contained bacteria emanated symmetrically, unaffected by refraction, and thereby illuminated the two cuvettes placed either side, simultaneously, and in exactly the same manner. As can be seen in Fig. 2 , the FUEL effect was strongly reconstituted under these conditions, evidenced by the significant photon flux detected uniquely in the cuvettes containing QD705, observed with the 695-770 nm filter. Taking full advantage of this macroscopic effect, we quantified the fluorescence emission and correlated the averaged values to the measured distances between the cuvettes (Fig. 2B ). We observed that the measured intensity of QD705 fluorescence diminished according to the reciprocal of the distance squared (1∕r 2 ), entirely consistent with a mechanism of radiating fluorescent excitation-emission occurring between the blue-luminescent bacteria and the QD705 fluorophore.
Fluorescence Excitation by Bacterial Luminescence in Vivo. Among the broad gamut of bioluminescence applications in vivo molecular imaging is widespread and provides a valuable tool for life science studies. It was therefore important to establish whether FUEL may occur, and to what extent it is detectable in vivo. Inasmuch as ex vivo experiments revealed that whole blood increased the FUEL contrast comparable to the effect of CR (Fig. S2) , we next chose to address these questions using a standard in vivo model for studies on bacterial infection: subcutaneous injection of luminescent bacteria into a mouse. Specifically, we designed in vivo experiments using either bioluminescent Staphylococcus aureus Xen 36 (18) or bioluminescent RT57.
In the first experimental regime (Fig. 3 ), Xen 36 were freshly harvested from culture in liquid media and diluted to a final concentration of 1.67 × 10 9 bacteria∕mL. A solution containing 30 μL of bacteria stock and 20 μL of PS was subcutaneously injected into one thigh while a solution containing 30 μL of bacteria stock, 15 μL of PS, and 5 μL QD705 stock was subcutaneously injected into the other thigh. The mice were then immediately visualized using a bioluminescence in vivo imaging system with both total light and 695-770 nm emission settings, from both ventral and dorsal sides (Fig. 3) . Under these experimental conditions, the FUEL phenomenon was evidenced by detection of a characteristic red signal exclusive to the bacteria/QD705 injections, and distinguished by observation of the ventral side through the 695-770 nm filter (Fig. 3B) , wherein it represented a 15-fold increase in relative signal enhancement compared to the control (bacteria alone; see Table 1 ). Having established that the red FUEL signal could be detected in vivo by observation through the shallow tissue depth of a ventral view, it was interesting to know to what extent this signal could be detected through deep tissue. We therefore quantified the detection of total light and red light in the same experiments, but this time turning the animals over and observing them from their dorsal side, wherein a greater depth of tissue obscured the signal. As shown in Table 1 , we found that the FUEL signal was clearly distinguished through deep tissue as compared to bacteria alone (Table 1 and Fig. 3 ), without recourse to red filters. Presumably because the deep tissue served as a red filter, absorbing blue light. These results demonstrate that FUEL may be reconstituted in vivo and that the relative abundance of signal is detectable under normal experimental conditions used for molecular imaging (Table 1) .
That FUEL was detected in vivo using injections of luminescent bacteria and QD705 was highly consistent with the view that macroscopic coproximity of luminescent and fluorescent moieties limited by diffusion in soft tissue is sufficient for the phenomenon to occur. This property could be of practical value if, for example, FUEL intensity could be interpreted as proportional to spatial proximity in the context of a niche targeting of the moieties, e.g., comparable to the distance dependence of FUEL revealed in vitro. To address this question in vivo, we designed an experimental model using small (5-7 mm) agarose beads (referred hereon as "pearls") inside which luminescent bacteria and QD705 were suspended. We manufactured two types of pearl, designed to create a niche for either increased, or decreased average distance between luminescent bacteria and the QD705 thereby increasing, or decreasing, the FUEL signal. The first type of pearl was produced by layering two separate agarose droplets, one containing luminescent bacteria and the second containing QD705 in a manner that the two layers remained permanently separated in two juxtaposed layers ("layered" pearls; Fig. 4A ). In parallel, a second type of pearl was formed from a single agarose droplet into which both bacteria and QD705 were mixed together and suspended homogenously throughout at the same final concentration as used for layered pearls ("composite" pearls, see Fig. 4A ). We reasoned that these two types of pearl served to maintain FUEL moieties (bacteria and QD705) in relatively distant macroscopic proximity (i.e., layered pearls), or relatively close microscopic proximity (i.e., composite pearls). As such the pearls provide a stable FUEL signal reconstituted reproducibly under controlled conditions in a defined, inert, and constant microcosm, protected from in vivo diffusional effects. Consistent with the greater, or lesser, proximity of the FUEL moieties in these two types of pearl, we found in vitro that the composite pearls yielded two-times more red light than layered pearls, agreeing with the hypothesis that the more constrained the proximity of the FUEL moieties, the larger the in vitro FUEL signal revealed through the 695-770 nm filter (Fig. 4A) .
The layered, and composite pearls were implanted subcutaneously by incision on the inner thighs of mice and visualized from ventral and dorsal points of view, providing insight on shallow (millimeters) and deep (centimeters) tissue performance (Fig. 4 B and C and Table S1 ). Compared with control pearls loaded with bacteria alone, neither layered, nor composite pearls showed any increase in total photon light output when observed through shallow tissue in vivo (ventral view; see Fig. 4C , total light, and Table S1 ). By contrast, both layered and composite pearls enhanced the detectable light output by two-and fivefold, respectively, when observed through deep tissue in vivo (dorsal view; see Fig. 4C , total light, and Table S1 ). That this enhancement of detectable photons through deep tissue was due specifically to FUEL driven spectral red shift was revealed by observing the ventral and dorsal points of view through the 695-770 nm filter (Fig. 4 B and C and Table S1 ). Layered pearls showed a 10-fold enhancement in red-light signal compared with bacteria alone, and composite pearls a 20-fold enhancement. These results were entirely consistent with the predicted characteristics of bacteria and QD705 in the two types of agarose pearl due to the reduced distance between the luminescent and fluorescent moieties.
Discussion
Our results show unambiguously that extremely low levels of unfocused, radiating bioluminescence can be used as an epifluorescent illumination light source. This conventional process, we term FUEL, has not been reported in previous studies using BRET (19) ; in particular, those studies aiming at red-shift contrast en- hancement (9-12, 20, 21) . In all cases, these studies evoked BRET mechanisms implying spectral overlap of bioluminescent-donor and fluorescent-acceptor constrained to molecular proximity of less than 10 nm, thereby facilitating dipole-dipole interaction, and nonradiative resonant energy transfer. Our results show that FUEL may occur entirely distinct from BRET mechanisms and are likely significant under conditions where BRET occurs. Our results suggest the critical importance for careful controls when interpreting BRET experiments. Indeed, we recognize that although BRET and FUEL are discrete processes, they are by no means mutually exclusive. Rather, we suggest that they coexist to a greater or lesser extent in all permissive conditions, reminiscent of Stryer's first description of FRET (14) . The extent to which FUEL and BRETcoexist in such experiments needs to be addressed quantitatively. That FUEL has until now been overlooked is most likely due to the fact that quantitative descriptions of BRET have seemed unnecessary because all the studies have focused on achieving qualitative "red-shift" paradigms. That both FUEL and BRET both yield red shift in light output makes them difficult to distinguish without careful controls. Our current results beckon appraisal, whereby BRET/ FUEL signals should be quantitatively distinguished in vitro and in vivo.
Our results describing FUEL paired probes may help toward establishing alternative methods to address the practical limitations of poor propagation of blue-green light in living tissues (1) (2) (3) 22) . It is of significant interest for in vivo imaging that we report FUEL to enhance the detection of bioluminescent signals by an order of magnitude, by virtue of a Stokes shift toward red wavelengths to which living tissue is more transparent. In this context, the use of bioluminescent bacteria is of practical interest considering there already exist a broad range of established applications using the blue-luminescent lux operon transgene to study bacterial infection in animal models (23, 24) . A priori the methodology of FUEL may offer itself as a unique regime by which to enhance quantitative deep tissue detection of bacterial infection in vivo. Such approaches to enhance bacterial luminescence in vivo might benefit the use of probes other than inorganic nanoparticles, especially organic fluorophores. However, perhaps even more interesting than the simple ability to enhance bioluminescent light another possible FUEL application might be its use as a means to detect microscopic and macroscopic coproximity of targets porting luminescent and fluorophore moieties in the same tissue (i.e., incident detection of "FUEL-probe-pair" proximity). As a reporter mechanism, this would uniquely distinguish FUEL from nanometer scale molecular proximity reporter methods such as BRET (19) , because it offers possibilities for experimental design aimed at detection of physical proximity of functionalized moieties across mesoscopic scales (microscopic to macroscopic). A set of five female BALB/c mice were subcutaneously injected into the inner thigh with either bioluminescent S. aureus Xen 36 (Bac) or a suspension of Xen 36 and quantum dot 705 (Bac þ QD). In the same manner, a second set of five female BALB/c mice were subcutaneously injected into the inner thigh with either PS or a suspension of QD 705. The total volume of each injection was identical, and the concentrations of the Xen 36 and QD 705 were kept constant throughout. The mice were observed without a filter (total light) and through a 695-770 nm filter, from the ventral and the dorsal side in an IVIS100. Values indicate the mean photon · s −1 · cm −2 AE SEM, n ¼ 5.
In conclusion, our results indicate that the FUEL phenomenon is experimentally relevant both in vitro and in vivo, representing a process that cannot be dismissed as trivial. Along with the significant advances in low-light imaging technology, the surprising possibility of observing this process under standard bioluminescent imaging conditions provides exciting future perspective likely enabling the development of imaging paradigms for quantitative molecular imaging both in vitro and in vivo.
Materials and Methods
Reagents. Bioluminescent Escherichia coli carrying the plasmid expressing the lux operon (pUC18-mini-Tn7T-Gm-lux; referred to as RT57) were provided by José A. Bengoechea (Laboratory Microbial Pathogenesis, Bunyola, Spain) with permission from Herbert P. Schweizer (Department of Microbiology, Immunology, and Pathology, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO) (25) . Staphylococcus aureus Xen 36 was provided by Xenogen. Qtracker 705 (2 μM, QD705) nontargeted quantum dots were acquired from Invitrogen, and kept in the dark at 4°C until use. The QD705 were used as received. CR (nvitrogen) was used at 1% wt∕vol in water. Physiological saline (0.09% NaCl, PS) was prepared inhouse. For all animal experiments, female 6-wk-old BALB/c mice (Janvier) were used. The day before imaging, an overnight culture of the RT57 was established, providing a typical concentration of 1.2 × 10 9 bacteria per mL. The following morning, the OD 600 was measured and the bacteria diluted to an OD 600 ¼ 2 (for RT57 E. coli, an OD 600 ¼ 1 is 5 × 10 8 bacteria per mL).
Bioluminescence
Imaging. An IVIS 100 whole animal imaging system (Xenogen Corporation, Caliper Life Sciences) equipped with an intensified deepcooled CCD and a filter wheel was used to acquire all bioluminescent and fluorescent images. A 480 nm AE10 nm band-pass filter was used to collect the RT57-specific photons, termed the "480" filter set. A Cy5.5 band-pass filter (695-770 nm) was used to distinguish red photons. One location within the filter wheel was kept empty for total light detection (Total Light). For each experiment, the CCD was cooled to −105°C and the stage warmed to 37°C. For each image, the acquisition settings for the Living Image (Xenogen) software version 3.1 were set as follows: 8× bin, field of view B (20 cm), and f-stop 1. The acquisition time was adjusted as necessary for each experiment (typically 10-60 s). For fluorescence acquisitions, the illumination power was set to low, the bin setting was reduced to 4×, and the acquisition time set to 0.5 s. QD705 fluorescence was observed using a Cy5.5 filter set that included a 615-665 nm excitation filter and a 695-770 nm emission filter.
Demonstration of FUEL. Tandem quartz cuvettes (Starna Scientific, Ltd.) were used to examine the FUEL effect at controlled distances and variables. The cuvettes were filled as indicated in Fig. 1 (1 mL per reagent) , sealed to prevent leaking, and then oriented as shown. For the reagent abbreviations, RT57 indicates an aliquot of stock RT57 from an overnight culture (OD ¼ 2), PS represents physiological saline, CR is Congo red, and QD705 is a solution containing 50 μL of QD705 stock in 950 μL of PS. A piece of black paper with a 2 × 3 mm window was used to separate the two cuvettes. The paper was placed such that the window was near the base of the cuvettes, allowing for visualization to occur away from both the edges of the cuvettes and the meniscus of the reagents. Further, the paper ensured a physical separation existed between the RT57 and the QD705, thus allowing only the FUEL effect to be observed. With this configuration, we estimated the detectable light output of the luminescent bacteria filled cuvette to be 1.84 × 10 −13 AE 0.51 × 10 −13 W∕cm 2 based on the empirical number of detected photons over time (4.45 × 10 5 AE 1.23 × 10 5 p · s −1 · cm −2 , n ¼ 3; E ¼ hc∕λ) at an emission maximum of 490 nm. The luminescence was observed under the 480 and 695-770 nm filter sets as described previously. This was repeated for three different bacterial cultures.
Distance Dependence of FUEL in Vitro. Black tape was used to create two 2 × 3 mm optical windows on a reduced-volume disposable cuvette (Ratiolab), with the two windows situated on opposite faces of the cuvette, and located near, but away from, the base. This modified cuvette was filled with 1 mL of RT57 stock from an overnight culture (OD 600 ¼ 2), covered by a piece of black paper, and placed into the IVIS imaging system. The black paper obscured direct observation of the RT57 bioluminescence. Two unmodified reducedvolume cuvettes were filled with either 1 mL of PS, or 1 mL of the previously described QD705 solution, and then placed on either side of the modified cuvette containing RT57 such that the three cuvettes were axially aligned and at a distance of 10 mm between the central and exterior cuvettes (face to face). The resulting luminescence was observed for the 695-770 nm filter set. After acquisition, the distance between the two unmodified cuvettes and the central cuvette was increased by 5 mm, and the luminescence observed. This procedure was repeated up to a total separation of 30 mm for three different bacterial cultures.
In Vivo Demonstration of FUEL. A subculture of Xen 36 was established from an overnight culture and allowed to grow for several hours ensuring the bacteria were in exponential phase at the time of use. Prior to the experiment, the OD for the fresh culture was determined and the bacteria diluted to a final concentration of 2.5 × 10 8 bacterial per mL. Four different solutions were prepared. The first solution consisted of, per mouse, 20 μL of PS and Fig. 4 . Reconstitution of in vivo FUEL under constrained conditions. As a means to minimize diffusion of the relevant moieties, bioluminescent E. coli (blue circle) and QD705 (red triangle) were suspended in agar droplets in either a layered, composite, or control pearl geometry as outlined in the schematic. (A) (Scale bar: 5 mm.) The fabricated pearls were observed in the IVIS100 without a filter (total light) and through a 695-770 nm filter. Small incisions were made into the inner thighs of female 6-wk-old BALB/ c mice, and the various pearl types inserted, one per thigh. The mice were then observed from the dorsal and ventral sides for total light and through a 695-770 nm filter. Shown is an example of a composite pearl (right thigh) versus a control pearl (left thigh) (B). The photon · s −1 · cm −2 (p · s −1 · cm −2 ) for each pearl type through both filter sets and from both sides was then determined, and directly compared to the control pearl. Values are reported as mean fold increase above control AE SEM, n ¼ 5 mice (C).
30 μL of the bacterial stock. The second solution consisted, per mouse, of 5 μL of the QD705 stock, 15 μL PS, and 30 μL of the bacterial stock. The third solution consisted of 50 μL of PS. The final solution consisted of 5 μL of QD705 and 45 μL of PS. After solutions were prepared, five female 6-wkold BALB/c mice were anesthetized and their hind limbs shaved and epilated using cream. Solutions 1 and 2 were then subcutaneously injected into each inner thigh (both left and right). The mice were then placed into the IVIS100 and visualized from the dorsal and ventral sides under the Total Light and 695-770 nm filter sets. As controls, solutions 3 and 4 were injected into the inner thigh of second set of five female BALB/c mice. Like the initial set of mice, the second set was placed into the IVIS100 and visualized from both sides under both filter sets.
Fabrication of Pearls. To demonstrate FUEL in vivo, 2% low-melting point agarose pearls consisting of an RT57-based core layered by agarose, or a mixture of agarose and QD705 were constructed. Briefly, to create an individual pearl, 12.5 μL of RT57 stock at an OD of 2 was mixed with 12.5 μL warm 4% agarose and pipetted onto parafilm. After the 25 μL pearl core was allowed to cool, a mixture of either 5 μL of PS or 5 μL QD705 stock and 7.5 μL of 3% agarose was pipetted onto the pearl core, forming the control and layered pearls, respectively. The composite pearls were formed by mixing 12.5 μL of RT57 (OD ¼ 2), 5 μL of QD705, and 17.5 μL of 4% agarose. The suspension was then pipetted onto parafilm and allowed to cool. After construction of the pearls, female 6-wk-old BALB/c mice were chemically anesthetized using Ketamine/Xylazine. The hind limbs, both the dorsal and ventral sides, of all mice were then shaved using an electric razor and epilated using cream. A small incision was made on the interior of both hind limbs, allowing for the subcutaneous placement of the control, layered, or composite pearl. The mice were then placed into the IVIS100 and the luminescence observed from the ventral side for both the Total Light and 695-770 nm filter sets. The mice were then flipped over and the luminescence observed from the dorsal side for both filter sets. All animal experiments were carried out according to national and institutional guidelines.
